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Topological automorphism groups of compact quantum groups
Alexandru Chirvasitu and Issan Patri
Abstract
We study the topological structure of the automorphism groups of compact quantum groups
showing that, in parallel to a classical result due to Iwasawa, the connected component of
identity of the automorphism group and of the “inner” automorphism group coincide.
For compact matrix quantum groups, which can be thought of as quantum analogues of
compact Lie groups, we prove that the inner automorphism group is a compact Lie group and
the outer automorphism group is discrete. Applications of this to the study of group actions on
compact quantum groups are highlighted.
We end with the construction of a compact matrix quantum group whose fusion ring is not
finitely generated, unlike the classical case.
Key words: automorphism group, outer automorphism group, fusion ring, compact quantum group,
dynamical system
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Introduction
Compact quantum groups [34] as introduced in [33] (at the time under different terminology) are
objects meant to capture the concept of “quantum symmetry” for various geometric or algebraic
structures, and their construction in practice as quantum automorphism groups of the latter reflects
this perspective.
This procedure has proven very flexible and fruitful, and the structures amenable to this type of
treatment (and which hence give rise to interesting examples of compact quantum groups) include
finite sets or possible non-commutative measure spaces [32], finite graphs [8], metric spaces [4, 11]
or Riemannian manifolds [6, 12], to name only a few examples.
Actions of quantum groups on operator algebras (often equipped with various additional struc-
tures), as a generalization of actions of groups on operator algebras, can be regarded as non-
commutative dynamical systems, with the dynamics in this case being encoded by the quantum
group action. Here, we propose to study compact quantum groups themselves as dynamical objects,
by investigating their own (classical) automorphism groups.
This line of inquiry continues the work of [26, 24] and in pursuing it, we have several aims.
First, these investigations fit well with the point of view, prevalent in the quantum group
literature, that understanding the symmetries of a mathematical object (in our case a compact
quantum group) sheds light on the underlying mathematical structure. For instance, the orbit-
boundedness-type result that constitutes Theorem 3.3 can be regarded as witnessing a type of
“rigidity” for sufficiently small compact quantum groups (see also the discussion below, in the
present section). Besides, a good understanding of the classical automorphism group of a compact
quantum group would give insights towards understanding “quantum” automorphism groups of
compact quantum groups. Attempts have been made towards defining such a notion [7, 20, 19].
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Another source of motivation for us is the connection, in the classical case, between the inner
/ outer distinction for automorphisms of a compact group and the representation theory of the
latter; see e.g. [15, 35] and references in the latter. Since compact quantum groups are essentially
representation-theoretic objects (being defined, in one incarnation, as Hopf algebras that mimic
algebras of matrix coefficients for finite-dimensional representations), this connection seems ripe
for investigation in the quantum setting.
Finally, dynamics on compact groups is a rich topic in ergodic theory. Though we cannot
possibly do it justice in this short introduction (see e.g. [14, 21, 23, 22, 17, 18, 27] and references
cited there), we hope that the present work draws some analogies between that field and an incipient
quantum analogue thereof by regarding compact quantum groups as non-commutative spaces being
acted upon by structure-preserving transformations.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1 we recall some of the background needed later, such as definitions, conventions,
and so on.
Section 2 is devoted to the main results of the paper. We introduce for each compact quantum
group G its group of automorphisms AutpGq, and study the topology and structure of the latter. In
first instance, we will see (Proposition 2.2, remark 2.3, and corollary 2.4) that there is essentially
one reasonable way of topologizing AutpGq.
As for structure theory, we express AutpGq as an extension of the outer automorphism group
OutpGq by the group InnpGq of inner automorphisms and prove in Theorem 2.11 that the full
automorphism group and the inner one share the same connected component of the identity. More-
over, Theorem 2.7 shows that for compact matrix quantum groups (typically regarded as non-
commutative analogues of compact Lie groups) the outer automorphism group is discrete; this
mimics the case of classical compact Lie groups.
In Section 3 we apply some of the contents of the preceding section to the study of dynamics on
compact quantum groups, the main result (Theorem 3.3, paraphrased here) being that if a discrete
group acts compactly on a compact matrix quantum group G, the resulting action on the dual
object of irreducible representations of G has uniformly bounded orbits. Next, in Theorem 3.4
using dynamical methods, we show that for a large family of compact matrix quantum groups, the
outer automorphism group is finite and the automorphism group is a compact Lie group.
Finally, in Section 4 we present some examples of compact matrix quantum groups whose tensor
categories of representations have infinitely-generated representation rings. This is in contrast to
the classical case of compact Lie groups, for which it is well know that the representation rings are
finitely generated [28, Corollary 3.3].
The relevance of this latter topic to the present work is that the question of whether or not
such examples exist is motivated by the structure theory of the automorphism groups of compact
matrix quantum groups (see Proposition 2.6).
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1 Preliminaries
In this section, we give a quick introduction to compact quantum groups and CQG algebras. We
refer to [33], [34] and [9] for more details.
A compact quantum group G “ pAt,Φq is a unital C
˚-algebra At together with a comultipli-
cation ∆ : At Ñ At b At which is a coassociative ˚-homomorphism, such that the closure of the
linear span of the sets pAt b 1q∆pAtq and p1bAtq∆pAtq are dense in At bAt in norm. Let H be a
finite dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis given by te1, e2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , enu and with eij ,
1 ď i, j ď n, the corresponding system of matrix units in BpHq. A unitary u “
ř
i,j eij b uij P
BpHq b At is said to be a finite dimensional representation of G, if ∆puijq “
ř
k uik b ukj for all
1 ď i, j ď n. Given two finite-dimensional representations u P BpHq b At and v P BpKq b At,
an operator T P BpH,Kq is said to be an intertwiner of u and v if pT b idqu “ vpT b idq. Two
representations u P BpHqbAt and v P BpKqbAt are said to be equivalent if there exists an unitary
intertwiner between them. A representation is said to be irreducible if the only self-intertwiners
are the trivial ones. We denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G by
IrrpGq.
A compact matrix quantum group is a compact quantum group G for which there exists a finite
dimensional representation u P BpHq b At, with u “
ř
i,j eij b uij , such that the elements uij
generate At as a C
˚-algebra. This is a generalization of the notion of compact lie groups (since for
a compact lie group G, there always exists a faithful finite dimensional representation and thus, its
coefficient functions generate CpGq as a C˚-algebra).
Just like in the classical case of compact groups, for the case of a compact quantum group G
as well, there exists a canonical Hopf ˚-algebra A which is a dense subalgebra of At and is spanned
by the matrix coefficients of the irreducible representations of G. This Hopf ˚-algebra is referred
to as the CQG algebra associated to G. If G is a compact matrix quantum group, we will refer to
A as a CMQG algebra. It is also possible to traverse the converse route, whence starting with a
CQG algebra A, which is defined as a Hopf algebra with some additional properties, one can then
go on to associate a compact quantum group G to this algebra [9].
We now consider an example, which will be important for us in the sequel. Let n ě 2 be a
positive integer, and recall the Hopf ˚-algebra Aupnq that is the function algebra of the so-called
free unitary group U`n , as introduced in [30] (and in more general form in [29]). As a ˚-algebra, it
is generated freely by uij for 1 ď i, j ď n subject to the relations making
puijqi,j , pu
˚
ijqi,j P MnpAupnqq
unitary.
The ˚-structures will not play a major role here, owing to the fact that Hopf subalgebras and
quotient Hopf algebras of CQG algebras ([9]) are automatically CQG subalgebras and quotients
respectively. In other words, so long as morphisms preserve the Hopf structures, the ˚ structures
come along for the ride.
2 Automorphism groups of compact quantum groups
In this section we study the topological structure of the automorphism group of compact quantum
groups in general and of compact matrix quantum groups in particular. Before we move on to the
main results of the section, let us recall some background on the topology of the automorphism
group of a compact quantum group.
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Let A be a CQG algebra underlying a compact quantum group G. Recall that AutpGq (or
AutpAq) is defined in [26] as the group of coproduct-preserving automorphisms of the full enveloping
C˚-algebra A. Such automorphisms of compact quantum groups were first studied by Wang [31].
As noted there, restricting automorphisms to the dense Hopf ˚-subalgebra A of A induces a bijection
onto the group of Hopf ˚-algebra automorphisms of A. Moreover, this also bijects onto the group of
coproduct-preserving automorphisms of the reduced C˚ envelope Ar of A (see discussion preceding
[26, Lemma 3.3]). We will henceforth freely identify these groups.
Recall furthermore that AutpAq is topologized in [26] (discussion preceding Theorem 3.4) via
the identity neighborhoods
Upa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an; εq “ tα P AutpAq | }αpaiq ´ ai} ă ε, @iu, (2.1)
where the norm used is that on A.
Remark 2.1 This is initially defined for tuples taiu in A, but [26, Lemma 3.5] ensures it is enough
to consider elements of the dense ˚-subalgebra A of A. 
We will take here a slightly different approach to topologizing AutpAq, which will make it clear
that in (2.1) we may as well have used the reduced C˚-norm of Ar, or the L
2 norm associated to
the Haar state, or the Lp norm for some p ě 1, etc. In other words, AutpGq is, not just as an
abstract group, but even as a topological group, is determined by the quantum group structure of
G, independent of the norm completion.
Consider an automorphism α of the Hopf ˚-algebra A. It will permute the simple subcoalgebras
of A and hence induce a permutation of the set IrrpGq of irreducible A-comodules. This provides
a morphism
AutpAq Ñ SIrrpGq,
where the latter symbol denotes the symmetric group on the set IrrpGq. The kernel of this homo-
morphism consists of precisely those automorphisms of A that preserve the class of each irreducible
G-representation, i.e. the normal subgroup
AutχpAq Ĳ AutpAq
of inner automorphisms of [26] (definition preceding Theorem 3.4). Note that every element of
AutχpAq is uniquely determined by its effect on the simple subcoalgebras of A. Since the automor-
phism group of each such nˆ n matrix subcoalgebra is the projective nˆ n linear group, we have
an embedding
AutχpAq Ă
ź
V PIrrpGq
PGLpV q.
All in all, we obtain an embedding
AutpAq Ď
¨
˝ ź
V PIrrpGq
PGLpV q
˛
‚¸ SIrr(G). (2.2)
The right hand side of (2.2) has a natural topological group structure defined as the product
topology on the set ´ź
PGLpV q
¯
ˆ SIrrpGq,
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where the projective general linear groups have their standard Lie group topologies and the symmet-
ric group SIrrpGq is topologized via the compact-open topology resulting from the discrete topological
space structure of IrrpGq (this, for instance, is the topology on a possibly infinite symmetric group
used in [5, §4]).
The following result ensures that the topology on AutpAq defined via the neighborhoods (2.1)
is unambiguous with respect to the norm used therein by identifying it with the topology inherited
from the embedding (2.2).
Proposition 2.2 Let A be a CQG algebra, and } ¨ } a norm on A making the latter into a normed
complex vector space such that the Haar state h : A Ñ C is continuous. Then, the topology on
AutpAq defined via the identity neighborhoods
Upa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an; εq “ tα P AutpAq | }αpaiq ´ ai} ă ε, }α
´1paiq ´ ai} ă ε,@aiu (2.3)
for various tuples taiu Ă A and ε ą 0 coincides with the subspace topology inherited from (2.2).
Proof Let us denote the topology coming from (2.2) by topemb (for embedding) and the topology
defined via (2.3) by top}¨}. We want to argue that each contains the other. Since both make
AutpAq into a topological group, this is equivalent to proving that open identity neighborhoods
with respect to each topology contain open identity neighborhoods with respect to the other; we
will do this separately for the two inclusions.
(1): topemb Ď top}¨}. Let U Ď AutpAq be an identity neighborhood in topemb. Fix a simple
A-comodule V , and denote by C Ă A its coefficient coalgebra. Then we may as well assume U is
of the form
U “ tα P AutpAq | αpCq “ C, α|C P U Ă PGLpV q – AutpCqu,
where U is a neighborhood of the identity in the Lie group PGLpV q. Indeed, intersections of such
open identity neighborhoods in topemb form a basis (around 1 P AutpAq) for the latter topology.
Let χV P C be the character of V . Then we claim that if ε ą 0 is small enough, then UpχV ; εq
(defined as in (2.3)) consists of elements α P AutpAq with αpCq “ C (or equivalently, αpχV q “ χV ).
Indeed, αpχV q is a character χW for some irreducible A-comodule W , and the conclusion that
W – V for sufficiently small ε follows from the continuity of h and the fact that
hpχV χ
˚
W q P t0, 1u,
with 1 if W – V and 0 otherwise.
Finally, having chosen ε small enough to ensure that for any α P UpχV ; εq, αpCq “ C, we can
shrink it further to make sure that for a basis uij , 1 ď i, j ď n of C the restriction of every
α P Upuij , 1 ď i, j ď n; εq
to C is contained in the neighborhood U Ă PGLpV q. Indeed, this follows from the fact that since
C is finite-dimensional, all topologies making it into a complex topological vector space coincide.
(2): top}¨} Ď topemb. It is sufficient to select an open set of the form (2.3) with n “ 1, and
a “ a1 P A belonging to some simple subcoalgebra C Ă A. Clearly then, for a small enough
neighborhood U of the identity in PGLpCq, the set
tα P AutpAq | αpCq “ C, α|C P U Ă PGLpV q – AutpCqu
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used in the proof of part (1) will be contained in Upa; εq.
This finishes the proof of part (2) and of the proposition. 
Remark 2.3 The proof of Proposition 2.2 given above extends to prove a stronger statement
applying to topologies on AutpAq defined analogously to (2.3), via neighborhoods of the form
Upai;Uq “ tα P AutpAq | αpaiq ´ ai P U Q α
´1paiq ´ ai, @iu
where U is a neighborhood of 0 P A with respect to some topological vector space structure on A
making h : AÑ C continuous. 
We now record a consequence of Proposition 2.2. As noted above, given a compact quantum
group we can also define the group AutrpAq of coproduct-preserving automorphisms of the reduced
C˚-algebra Ar. We understand AutrpAq to be topologized by the identity neighborhoods (2.3) for
the reduced C˚-norm } ¨ }.
Since any α P AutpAq preserves the Haar state, it defines a unique element in AutrpAq. Hence,
we have a canonical map AutpAq Ñ AutrpAq which is clearly a group homomorphism. It also easy
to show that this map is bijective. The inverse bijection is constructed in the following way. Since
any α P AutrpAq restrict to an automorphism of the dense Hopf ˚-algebra A, it extends uniquely
by the universal property to an automorphism in AutpAq.
Similarly, since any automorphism of Ar intertwining ∆ has a unique normal extension to
L8pGq, it induces a bijective map AutrpAq Ñ Aut8pAq, where the latter is the set of comultiplication-
preserving automorphisms of the reduced von Neumann algebra L8pGq. We topologize Aut8pAq
by neighborhoods analogous to (2.3).
Now, Proposition 2.2 proves
Corollary 2.4 For any compact quantum group G with underlying CQG algebra A the groups
AutpAq, AutrpAq and Aut8pAq are isomorphic as topological groups. 
As mentioned above, the problem of seeking CMQGs whose fusion algebra is not finitely gener-
ated was prompted by the question of whether or not the outer automorphism group OutpAq of a
CMQG algebra A is discrete. In fact, for a CMQG G, if the fusion ring ZpGq is finitely generated,
then the group OutpGq is discrete. This is not hard to see and was exhibited in [24]. We recap the
proof here for the convenience of the reader.
Lemma 2.5 Let rus P IrrpGq and let χpuq denote the character of u. The stabilizer subgroup of u
defined by
Ku :“ tα P AutpΓq : αpχpuqq “ χpuqu
is an open subgroup of AutpGq.
Proof Consider the open set defined by V pχpuq, 1q “ tα P AutpGq : }χpuq ´ αpχpuqq} ă 1u. Note
that hpχpuq˚χpuqq “ 1, and for α P AutpGq one has hpαpχpuqq˚χpuqq “ 1 if α P Ku and zero
otherwise. So, for α P V pχpuq, 1q, we have
|hpχpuq˚χpuqq ´ hpαpχpuqq˚χpuqq| ď }χpuq ´ αpχpuqq} ă 1
and hence |1´ hpαpχpuqq˚χpuqq| ă 1. It follows that α P Ku. Consequently, Ku is indeed an open
subgroup of AutpGq. 
Using the above lemma, it was shown in [26] that the group OutpGq for any compact quantum
group G is totally disconnected.
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Proposition 2.6 Suppose the fusion ring ZpGq of G is finitely generated as a ring. Then OutpGq
is discrete, equivalently AutχpGq is an open subgroup of AutpGq.
Proof Denote the generators of ZpGq by λ1, λ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λn. The characters of irreducible representa-
tions of G form a basis of ZpGq. Define the set
N :“ tχpuq : χpuq appears in the linear decomposition of some λi, 1 ď i ď nu,
where rus P IrrpGq. Clearly, N Ď Gchar is finite, where Gchar deotes the set of characters of G.
Note that α P AutpGq is in AutχpGq if and only if αpχpuqq “ χpuq for all χpuq P N . Indeed, observe
that αpλiq “ λi for all 1 ď i ď n if αpχpuqq “ χpuq for all χpuq P N . But since λi generate ZpGq pas
a ringq, we have αpaq “ a for all a P ZpGq if αpχpuqq “ χpuq for all χpuq P N . Since Gchar Ď ZpGq
it follows that α P AutχpGq. The other implication is obvious.
To complete the proof, fix rus P IrrpGq and consider the stabilizer groupKu defined in Lemma 2.5.
Write O “ trus P IrrpGq : χpuq P Nu. Observe that AutχpGq “ XrusPOKu. Since N is finite use
Lemma 2.5 to finish the proof. 
Thus, finite generation of the fusion ring for a compact matrix quantum group would have
provided an affirmative answer to the question whether its outer automorphism group is discrete,
which is true in the classical case of compact Lie groups, hence the relevance of that problem.
However, we show that there exist examples of compact matrix quantum for which fusion ring
is not finitely generated as a ring. However, inspite of such examples (see Section 4 below), we
can show that the outer automorphism group of a CMQG is indeed discrete. This illustrates an
interesting phenomena in the theory of quantum groups, where the examples are diverse enough
for such examples to exist, but at the same time, the theory is nice enough to allow us to prove
unified results for all quantum groups.
Theorem 2.7 For any CMQG A the group OutpAq is discrete.
Proof Let
C “ spantuij , 1 ď i, j ď nu
be a subcoalgebra generating A as an algebra, and corresponding to some A-comodule U with basis
ei, with coaction
ej ÞÑ
ÿ
i
ei b uij .
We will show that the group AutχpAq of inner automorphisms of A is open. Equivalently, we
have to show that if an automorphism α of A is sufficiently close to the trivial automorphism
1 P Aut “ AutpAq in the standard topology on Aut then it is inner.
Sufficiently close to 1 certainly implies that α preserves the class of U , and hence acts on the
coalgebra C. This means in particular that some open neighborhood of 1 P Aut is contained in the
isotropy group AutU of (the class of) U .
Every element in AutU acts on the coalgebra C, and moreover, since the latter generates A
as an algebra, we have an embedding AutU Ñ AutpCq. The latter is a closed Lie subgroup of
PGLnpCq (the latter being the automorphism group of an nˆ n matrix coalgebra), and moreover
the inclusion
AutU Ď AutpCq Ď PGLnpCq
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is easily seen to be closed (see Lemma 2.8 below). In conclusion AutU is a Lie group. But this
then implies that some neighborhood V of the identity in AutU (and hence also in Aut) is a (path-
)connected Lie group.
Now consider the action of elements β in the neighborhood V on some fixed simple subcoalgebra
D Ă A. The image βpDq is a simple subcoalgebra of A that either coincides withD, or is orthogonal
to D with respect to the Haar state. The fact that 1 P Aut fixes D and can be connected to β by
a path rules out the latter possibility, and hence βpDq “ D.
It follows from the previous paragraph that β fixes the class of the irreducible comodule cor-
responding to D; since this comodule was chosen arbitrarily from among the irreducible repre-
sentations of the quantum group, we obtain the desired conclusion that β acts trivially on the
representation ring of A. 
Lemma 2.8 Let A be a normed complex algebra and C ď A a finite-dimensional linear subspace.
Then, the embedding
AutpA,Cq Ď PGLpCq
is closed.
Proof The elements of AutpCq that arise by restriction from AutpA,Cq are precisely those that
preserve all relations between elements of C. But the fact that A is a topological algebra implies
that the preservation of each relation is a closed condition, and the conclusion follows. 
Corollary 2.9 For any compact matrix quantum group G, the automorphism group AutχpGq is a
compact Lie group.
Proof First let us note that AutχpGq is compact (see Theorem 3.4 of [26]). Now, as shown in the
proof of Theorem 2.7, the group AutU is a Lie group. It is easy to see that AutχpGq is a closed
subgroup of AutU and hence is itself a Lie group. 
Corollary 2.10 For any compact matrix quantum group G, the automorphism group AutpGq is a
Lie group.
Proof For a compact matrix quantum group G, the normal subgroup AutχpGq Ĳ AutpGq (which
is compact and Lie according to Corollary 2.9) is open by Theorem 2.7. In conclusion AutpGq is
an extension of a discrete group by a Lie group, and is hence Lie. 
We now proceed to prove an Iwasawa-type theorem for quantum groups. One of the main
results of the seminal paper [16] states that for a compact group G, the connected component
of the identity (henceforth connected component) of the automorphism group of G equals the
connected component of the inner automorphism group of G.
Let now G be a compact quantum group. Let us denote the connected component of AutpGq
by Aut0pGq and the connected component of the group AutχpGq by Aut
0
χpGq.
Theorem 2.11 For any compact quantum group G, we have Aut0pGq – Aut0χpGq.
Proof It is obvious that Aut0χpGq Ď Aut
0pGq. So, the theorem will follow if we can show that if
α P Aut0pGq, then α P Aut0χpGq. To this end, we fix an irreducible representation u
a of G, with
character denoted by χa and define the following continuous function
fa : AutpGq Ñ t0, 1u
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α ÞÑ hGpχ
˚
aαpχaqq
It is easy to see that fa is a continuous function. Now, when α is the trivial automorphism, then
we have that fapαq “ 1, hence, we have, by connectedness of Aut
0pGq, that for any α P Aut0pGq,
fapαq “ 1, which implies that αpχaq “ χa. Since, the choice of the irreducible representation was
arbitrary, we have α P AutχpGq, and hence, the result follows. 
This then allows us to prove a straightforward corollary.
Corollary 2.12 Let G be a compact quantum group. Then the connected component of the group
AutpGq is a compact group. If G is a compact matrix quantum group, then the connected component
of AutpGq is a compact Lie group.
Proof This follows easily from the previous theorem and from the compactness of the group
AutχpGq (see Theorem 3.4 of [26]). In the compact matrix quantum group case, this follows from
the previous theorem and Corollary 2.9. 
In fact, one can prove stronger structural results about the group AutpGq if a little more is
known about the compact quantum group G.
Proposition 2.13 Let G be a compact matrix quantum group such that OutpGq is finite. Then
AutpGq is compact Lie group.
Proof Since OutpGq “ AutpGq{AutχpGq, and since AutχpGq is a compact Lie group in case that
G is a compact matrix quantum group, hence, when OutpGq is finite, it follows easily that AutpGq
is a compact Lie group. 
Corollary 2.14 Let G be a compact quantum group with fusion rules identical to that of simple
compact Lie group. Then AutpGq is a compact Lie group.
Proof This follows from the previous proposition and from the fact that for a compact quantum
group G with fusion rules isomorphic to that of a simple compact Lie group, the group OutpGq can
only have order 1, 2, 3 or 6 (see Proposition 3.8 of [26]). 
In order to state the following auxiliary result that has come up in the above proof, we place
ourselves in the following context: A is a topological complex algebra, C ď A is a finite-dimensional
linear subspace that generates A, and AutpA,Cq is the group of automorphisms of A that leave C
invariant.
Under the above setup, restricting elements of AutpA,Cq to C gives rise to an inclusion
AutpA,Cq Ď AutpCq – PGLpCq.
As before, we topologize the group Aut “ AutpAq pointwisely using the topology of A: the neigh-
borhoods of 1 P Aut are given by
tg P Aut | gai ´ ai, g
´1ai ´ ai P U, @iu (2.4)
for various choices of neighborhoods U Ď A of 0 and finite sets taiu Ă A.
Remark 2.15 We have included both g and g´1 in (2.4) in order to ensure that Aut is a topological
group and hence the inverse is continuous.
The omission of g´1 in the analogous definition from [26] (see the discussion preceding Theorem
3.4 therein) makes no difference, since in that case the action is by isometries with respect to a C˚
norm on A. 
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3 Some applications to CQG dynamical systems
In this section we use the results of last section, to draw some quick conclusions about spectral
properties of CQG dynamical systems in certain cases.
In the paper [24], the notion of CQG dynamical systems was introduced and studied, which is
a tuple pG,Γ, αq, where G is a compact quantum group and Γ acts on CpGq by quantum group
automorphisms, with α denoting the action. Thus, we have a group homomorphism α : Γ Ñ
AutpGq.
Definition 3.1 Let pG,Γ, αq be a CQG dynamical system. Let }¨} denote the C˚-norm on A.
1. [2] We say that the action is almost periodic if given any a P A, the set tαγpaq : γ P Γu is
relatively compact in A with respect to }¨}.
2. We say that the action is compact if given any a P A, the set tαγpaqΩh : γ P Γu is relatively
compact in L2pAq with respect to the }¨}2,h.
3. The extended action of Γ on L8pGq is compact if given any a P L8pGq, the set tαγpaqΩh :
γ P Γu is relatively compact in L2pAq with respect to the }¨}2,h. 
The following theorem was proved in [24] (see Theorem 3.9)
Theorem 3.2 Let pG,Γ, αq be a CQG dynamical system. TFAE:
piq The action is almost periodic;
piiq the action is compact;
piiiq the orbit of any irreducible representation in IrrpGq is finite;
pivq the extended action of Γ on L8pGq is compact.
It then follows immediately that if the action is “inner” in the sense that αpΓq Ă AutχpGq, then
the corresponding CQG dynamical system pG,Γ, αq is compact. This is because it follows from the
definition of AutχpGq that the induced action of Γ on IrrpGq is trivial. In this context, a pertinent
question to ask is whether one can obtain a result converse to this. In other words, suppose we have
a compact CQG dynamical system, to what extent is that action “inner”. It was observed in [24],
that for a compact quantum group G, with OutpGq discrete, any compact CQG dynamical system
is virtually inner. Thus, in case G is a compact matrix quantum group, we have the following
Theorem 3.3 Let G be a compact matrix quantum group. Let pG,Γ, αq be a compact CQG dy-
namical system. Then the subgroup
Γχ :“ tγ P Γ : αγ P AutχpGqu
of Γ is of finite index.
Proof Recall that any C˚-dynamical system pA,Γ, αq is almost periodic if and only if the closure of
the image of Γ under α in AutpAq is compact in the pointwise norm topology psee Theorem 2.2 and
Corollary 2.7 of [13]q. Thus, since pG,Γ, αq is compact, it follows that H :“ Γ Ď AutpGq Ď AutpAq
is compact. But we have, by Theorem 2.7 OutχpGq is discrete, equivalently AutχpGq is an open
subgroup of AutpGq. So, Hχ “ AutχpGq XH is open in H. Since H is compact, so Hχ is of finite
index in H. Consequently, Γχ is finite index subgroup of Γ. 
The next result uses the ideas of CQG dynamical systems to give a structural result on auto-
morphism groups.
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Theorem 3.4 Suppose that G is a compact quantum group and suppose that u “ ppuijqq is a
m-dimensional representation of G such that the C˚-algebra generated by uij, i, j P t1, 2, ...,mu
in CmpGq is itself CmpGq. Suppose further that up to unitary equivalence, there are only finitely
many n-dimensional representations of G. Then, AutpGq and AutχpGq are compact Lie groups and
OutpGq is a finite group.
Proof Since G is a compact matrix quantum group, it follows that CmpGq is separable, and
therefore, AutpCmpGqq is separable (in fact is Polish). It follows that AutpGq is separable. Let
now Γ be a dense countable subgroup of AutpGq. Hence, we have a CQG dynamical system pG,Γq.
It follows then from the hypothesis that under the induced Γ-action on IrrpGq, the orbit tΓrusu is
finite (here rus denotes the equivalence class corresponding to the representation u of G). Applying
Proposition 6.7 of [24], we get then that the orbit of any element of IrrpGq under the induced
Γ-action is finite, whence it follows, using Theorem 3.2, that the CQG dynamical system pG,Γq is
compact.
However, since Γ is dense in AutpGq, we then have that AutpGq is compact, using Theorem
2.2 and Corollary 2.7 of [13]. But, by Theorem 2.7, OutpGq is discrete for G, and since AutpGq is
compact, we have that OutpGq is finite. Now, by Corollary 2.9, AutχpGq is a compact Lie group
and so, finiteness of OutpGq implies that AutpGq is also a compact Lie group. Hence, we are done.
Remark 3.5 Let us note that the condition mentioned above, of compact matrix quantum groups
whose generating representation has some fixed dimension, say m, and there are only finitely many
m-dimensional representations up to unitary equivalence, is satisfied by several examples, including
the free unitary quantum groups, the free orthogonal quantum groups, the free permutation quan-
tum groups, q-deformations of simple compact Lie groups, Rieffel deformations of simple compact
Lie groups, etc. 
4 CMQGs with infinitely generated fusion rings
In this section we construct a compact matrix quantum group whose complex fusion algebra is not
finitely generated as an algebra. In fact, the CQG algebra we consider is not only finitely generated
(hence corresponding to a CMQG), but even finitely presented.
Throughout the rest of this section n ě 2 is understood to be an arbitrary but fixed positive
integer, and we denote A “ Aupnq. The CQG algebra C that will provide the counterexample fits
into an exact sequence
C CpZ{2q C A C (4.1)
of Hopf algebras in the sense of [1]. The construction is also a generalization of that of a bicrossed
product as in [10], where the compact group is Z{2, and the discrete group is the quantum discrete
dual to the free unitary group U`n (i.e. the discrete quantum group with group algebra A).
We construct C as a bicrossed product CpZ{2q7A according to the notation of [1], following the
recipe outlined in [1, Theorem 2.20]. According to (a very particular version of) that result, all we
need for such a construction to go through is a coaction
AÑ Ab CpZ{2q
(i.e. an action of the group Z{2 on A) satisfying certain conditions. Unpacking that theorem, it
follows that the construction does indeed result in a Hopf algebra structure on C “ CpZ{2q bA if
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• Z{2 acts on A by Hopf algebra automorphisms;
• C is equipped with the tensor product algebra structure;
• C is equipped with the smash coproduct [1, (2.15)].
In reference to the third bullet point, we apply [1, (2.15)] by taking ρ : AÑ AbCpZ{2q to be our
coaction defining the pZ{2q-action and τ : AÑ CpZ{2qb2 to be the trivial “cycle”
A Q a ÞÑ εpaqp1 b 1q P CpZ{2qb2.
Moreover, (4.1) is a central extension, in the sense that CpZ{2q is contained in the center of C.
The action of Z{2 “ xγy on A will be defined as
γ : uij Ø u
˚
ij (4.2)
at the level of generators, and extended in the only way possible to a ˚-algebra automorphism
(the relations of A ensure that this is indeed possible). The ˚-structure on C is simply the tensor
product ˚-structure on CpZ{2q bA, and is easily seen to make C into a CQG algebra in the sense
of [9].
We now need to understand the fusion ring RpCq of C, in order to show that it is not finitely
generated. In fact, we will prove this for the complexified version of R, namely
RC “ RCpCq “ CbZ RpCq
(the fact that RC is not finitely generated as a complex algebra is a priori stronger than RpCq not
being finitely generated as a ring).
Proposition 4.1 below describes the comodule category of C, achieving the above-stated goal.
Before giving the statement we recall various results on the representation theory of U`n from [3]
(see The´ore`me 1 therein) and make a few preparatory remarks.
The standard A-comodule V whose underlying matrix coalgebra is spanned by the generators
uij and its dual V
˚ (with matrix coalgebra spanned by u˚ij) generate the fusion ring of U
`
n . The
irreducible representations of U`n are in bijection with the words on the alphabet
α “ rV s, β “ rV ˚s
(classes in the fusion semiring R`pAq), in the sense that for every word the corresponding tensor
product of copies of V and V ˚ has a unique simple summand that does not appear as a summand
in a strictly shorter word.
One consequence of this is that the fusion ring RpAq is free (as a ring) on the generators α and
β. Indeed, the description of the fusion rules in [3, The´ore`me 1 (i)] makes it clear that RpAq admits
a filtration by degree with
degpαq “ 1 “ degpβq
such that the associated graded ring is indeed free, and hence the canonical map from the free ring
on two generators sending these generators to α and β respectively is an isomorphism of rings.
Now, the automorphism γ defined as in (4.2) implements an action by monoidal autoequivalences
on the category M “ MA of finite-dimensional comodules by twisting via the automorphism γ.
We denote this twisting functor by γ˚. The monoidal autoequivalence
γ˚ :MÑM
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interchanges V and V ˚, and hence the resulting action on the fusion semiring R`pAq interchanges
α and β.
Moreover, the action of Z{2 on M allows us to define the equivariantization MZ{2 consisting
of objects W P M equipped with isomorphisms γ˚W – W satisfying certain compatibility con-
ditions (we refer the reader to [25, §3] and references therein for background and details on the
equivariantization construction).
With this in place, we have
Proposition 4.1 The category MC of finite-dimensional C-comodules is equivalent to the equiv-
ariantization MZ{2
Proof This is simply a dual version of [25, Proposition 3.5], where the case of a cocentral extension
of a group algebra is treated in the context of semisimple Hopf algebras and categories of modules
rather than comodules are considered. The arguments can be repeated virtually verbatim. 
It will be important for us (for reasons that will become clear below) to work with the fixed
subring RpAqZ{2, or rather the complex fixed subalgebra RCpAq
Z{2. The discussion above identifies
the action of γ P Z{2 on RCpAq with the generator-interchange map on the free algebra Cxα, βy.
As a consequence of Proposition 4.1, we have
Corollary 4.2 The fusion semiring R`pCq surjects onto the invariant part R`pAq
Z{2 of the fusion
semiring of A under the action that interchanges α, β P R`pAq.
Proof Consider the forgetful functor
forget :MZ{2 ÑM
that forgets the equivariant structure on an object in MZ{2. The result follows by passing to the
map
R`pforgetq : R`pCq Ñ R`pAq (4.3)
induced by forget at the level of fusion semirings, and observing that every finite-dimensional
A-comodule of the form
γ˚W ‘W, W PM
is in the essential image of forget and hence (4.3) is surjective onto R`pAq
Z{2. 
Finally, we obtain
Corollary 4.3 The complex fusion algebra RCpCq is not finitely generated.
Proof Indeed, Corollary 4.2 ensures that the algebra in question surjects onto
RCpAq
Z{2 – Cxα, βyZ{2.
In turn, the latter algebra is not finitely generated by Lemma 4.4 below. 
Lemma 4.4 Let Z{2 act on the free ring F “ Cxα, βy by interchanging the generators α and β.
Then, the invariant subalgebra Cxα, βyZ{2 is not finitely generated over C.
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Proof For a word w consisting of letters α and β, denote by wγ the result of applying the trans-
formation αØ β to w and by w˚ the sum w ` wγ . As a vector space, FZ{2 has a basis consisting
of all distinct elements of F of the form w˚.
Note that F has a grading by degpαq “ degpβq “ 1. Now, assuming by contradiction that FZ{2
is finitely generated, we may as well suppose that the set of elements w˚ with degpwq ď k generates
for some k ą 1. We now seek to achieve a contradiction by showing that the subalgebra generated
by such w˚ cannot contain the degree-pk ` 1q component pFZ{2qk`1.
To this aim, let w˚ P FZ{2 be an arbitrary element with degpwq “ k ` 1, and assume it can be
written as a linear combination of products
w˚1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
˚
t ,
tÿ
i“1
degpwiq “ k ` 1, degpwiq ą 0. (4.4)
Note furthermore that a product (4.4) is contained in the span of products
w˚1w
˚
2 , degpw1q ` degpw2q “ k ` 1, degpwiq ą 0, (4.5)
so we may as well assume we are only dealing with these latter ones (i.e. t “ 2 in all terms (4.4) in
the decomposition of w˚).
We construct a graph having
Vk`1 “ tw
˚ | degpwq “ k ` 1u
as vertices by placing an edge between w˚ and v˚ whenever
w˚1w
˚
2 “ w
˚ ` v˚
for some wi as in (4.5). The graph Γk`1 in question is (isomorphic to) the hypercube with 2
k
vertices, and a linear combination of elements w˚ for degpwq “ k ` 1 can be regarded as a linear
combination of vertices of this hypercube. Now, Γk`1 is bipartite and we will henceforth refer to
the vertices in the two parts as black and white respectively. Each product (4.5) assigns equal
coefficients to two vertices of opposite colors and coefficient zero to every other vertex. In other
words, the linear invariant
psum of coefficients of black verticesq ´ psum of coefficients of white verticesq (4.6)
vanishes for linear combinations of products of the form (4.5). On the other hand, a single element
w˚, degpwq “ k` 1, when regarded as a linear combination of vertices of Γk`1, assigns coefficient 1
to a single vertex and zero to all other vertices. In conclusion, its invariant (4.6) is ˘1, contradicting
the assumption that w˚ can be written as a linear combination of (4.5). 
Finally, we can phrase the conclusion of the present section as follows:
Corollary 4.5 There exist compact quantum groups whose underlying CQG algebra is finitely pre-
sented and whose complexified fusion algebra is not finitely generated.
Proof C is such an object: as an algebra it is simply the tensor product CpZ{2qbA, and is hence
finitely presented because A is. On the other hand, the non-finite generation of the fusion algebra
is Corollary 4.3 above. 
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